LENSES—R. & J. BECK, 68, Cornhill, London.
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PERKEN, SON & RAYMENT, °° "“[5Rsox°°" “ OPTIMUS.’
The Lens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination
Each Magic Lantern is efficient for exhibitions.
(large diameter back lens), with rack and finion, It is fitted to a telescopic lengthening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation. The
The refulgent lamp has 3 wicks, (or 4 wicks 2s. extra,) yielding a
of two plano-convex lenses of 4 inches diametcr.
Condenser is composed
brilliantly illuminated picture.--Each is complete in hox,

:
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Metal
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| Russian

!

! Sliding Tubes, 42s.

80s.

‘OPTIMUS’ BI-UNIAL LANTERN. |,fo"...

ron Body
£45

Brass Sliding Tubes, .

45s

Ditto

ditto

>

Body, and moulded foot, picked out with

black, Japanned stages and tubes, Achromatic Photo=6«
«
_ graphic Front Lens, compound condensers...
with

brass stages and

tubes

sliding

OC

£512

Brass Sliding ‘ubes,

:

50s.
)

Mahogany outside body

| 2 Panelled Door, Brass
Stages,

Sliding Tubes,’

82s.

TRIPLE LANTERN.

The Top Lantern may be used separately with Oil Lamp.

Compound

G

8

NEW

TYLER’S

All

much money
Upwards

OILVNOYHOOSI
‘S4LV1d

BOOK,

all kinds of Lanterns

of 6

should

ees

6.

Condensers...

ing several hundreds

M, receipt

2

'

Panelled Mahogany Body, Moulded foot picked out with
black, Brass Stages and Tubes, Achromatic Front Lens,

for working

ASS

Russian

Body,

MAGIC LANTERNS&SLIDES
8

WALTER

ws,

ron

‘OPTIMUS’

j

Panelled Mahogany

Perforated

Slides

Loe

=«

0

£140

full Instructions

and Apparatus,
be sent

coston

FREE

postage.

purchasers

Second-hand
lent

an

includes

which

for this, and

by so doing.

of 120,000

with

of pounds, will

stamps,

send

oe

will

save

list post-free.

on hire at moderate

ED

rates.

Great Bargains in Second Hand Goods.

WALTER TYLER,
48, Waterloo Rd., London,

USE tHe “KODAK”

ror LANTERN

NEGATIVES.

ii.

The Optical Magio Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

DALLMEYER’S'

LENSES

Are used by all the Leading Photographers, both Amateur and Professional,
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, and have obtained the

HIGHEST

AWARDS

DALLMEYER

WHEREVER

EXHIBITED.

‘On the Choice and Use of Photographic Lenses.’’

New Descriptive Catalogue of Photographic Lenses and DALLMEYER’S
SPECIALLY

CONSTRUCTED FOR THE OPTICAL LANTERN,
FREF ON APPLICATION.

J. H. DALLMEYER,

Price 1s.

LENSES

& CONDENSERS

WILL BE POSTED

OPTICIAN, 25, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.

Telegraphic

and Cable

Address— DALLMEYER,

MAGIC

LONDON.”

LANTERN

AND

SLIDE

PAINTING

COLOURS.

New Chromo
Printed Pictures to
for Magic
Lantern
Slides, or ready
use,

ij

at

effect.

be Transferred
to Glass
mounted
for immediate
with

Slides,

Photo

of Coloured

cost

half

SLIDES,
almost

equal

List with all particulars post free.

Boxes fitted for Slide Painting with Specially Prepared
Colours, from 2/- to 30/- each. Price Lists post free.

J.

BARNARD

ARTISTS’

|| MANUFACTURING
19.

von & Siuver
I

my

J.
NEW

RETAIL,
BERNERS

H.

&

WHOLESALE, AND
STREBT,

SON,

COLOURMEN.
EXPORT,
LONDON.

w.

STEWARD’S

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE Post Free,
OF IMPROVED TRIPLE AND FOUR WICK

Gratis,

Magic Lanterns and Dissolving View Apparatus.
NEW

SLIDES & NOVEL

Bridgman

each
6d.
Clip,

and

Premier

MAGIC

Rubber
Patent
New
The

EFFECTS.

Triple

Lanterns.

LANTERNS

For Family and School Use and Enlarging, from £1 1s. to £150.
Agent for Beard’s Small Size AUTOMATIC REGULATOR,
COMPRESSED
GASES
in
Steel
Cylinders,
from
3d.
per
foot.

406 & 457, STRAND, 54, CORNHILL,

————————
BI-UNIAL LANTEKN = atest Imurovemente

LONDON,

USE

WOOD’S

LANTERNS
TO

Literature.
Geography.

Botany.
Electricity.

Biography.
Mythology.

SO,00O
The

‘‘EUPHANERON’”’?
The

HH.

GG.

Astronomy.
Art.

Slides
PRINTED

LANTERN

AND

SLIDES

TEACH
Politics.
Magnetism.

on

LECTURES

History.
Geology.

Sale
FOR

EACH

with the four-wick W

or

Physiology.
Light.

Hire.

SET.

Lamp,

£4 4s.

‘‘CHEAP”? 1ANTERN
with 4-in. Condenser and three-wick
Wood's New List of Slides and Lanterns,
Pust-free for One Stamp.

Wood,

74,

Bible History
&c., &c.

CHHRAPSIDE,

Lamp,

£1

13s,

LONDON.

And HORNE, THORNTHWAITE & WOOD, 416, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

THE

MAGIC

OPTICAL

LANTERN
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——

AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC
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BY
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ENLARGER.
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Oil

‘

We have been informed that this firm are the
| Proprietors of this oil and that they have agenés

Coxtents or No. 19,

Notes—The Lantern for Suffering Humanity (A New Scheme)—Oil | In the large
towns.
This oil is said to have
Lamps— Hand Cauneras for Obtaining Slides for the Lantern (No. S)
:
:
*
3
— Hints on Enlarging—The Photography of Microscopic Objects— : flashing POURE ae high
a 45D to ae Fahr.
An Effective “terpiediale Bgetlator — Chroma: Litho Slides—
Flashes on Lantern
Topics—Shenstone’s Enlarging Apparatus— |
:

A Light Folding Tent—Editorial Table—Correspondence (Ether- | On

Oxygen Saturator—Chromo-Litho Slides—Gas-Bag
Se
ety Messina Wotesand Ouerics,

Explosions)—

March

6th, the Liverpool

Photographic

ibit)
j
}
}
\
hibition
(triennial)
will
open at the Walker

:

a

Ex
F
Art

Gallery,the same premises in which the last (1888)
, exhibition took place. It promises to be a big

.

Notices.

affair.

1

THE Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic
Enlarger is
issued on the Ist of every month,

*

|

x

*

In a letter from Mr. Thos. Fletcher, Warrington,

price One : he says,

Penny, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors, Railway

-

“I think it would be a decided

addition

:

:
ae
News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from the Publishers, |t© the journal if you would publish
a series of
at the following rates, post free :-—
articles on the various

tz2months ...
Single copiesis.

Continental.
1/6 ... 2/ ..
1b an
(2osve

Advertisements (Scale of Chirges), miEMySS
Front and back pages, by arrangement.
Ordinary page, facing matter(whole) ...

”

”
ve
(half)...
ee
ie ete
» per finchinaa 7
ae:
aad
ae
.

:
si

adaptions of the lantern
for purposes other than showing transparencies,
The paper of my own which you published was
much too short and deficient in necessary detail.

United States.
... 60 cents.
ne
6. is

Special quotations for a series.

?

3 0

A general departure into the realms of physical

experiments is slowly coming, and it would be
desirable forthe LANTERN JOURNAL totakethe lead

0

115 0
in this.”” Many of our readers will be glad to hear
‘0 ~~ | that we have made arrangements for the publi6-6
cation of a series of articles in accordance with
3 0
the foregoing.
i

-

is

.

Exchange Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—
=; Rambles at home and abroad with a hand camera
First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional words, 1d.' was the title of a lecture
given by Mr. A. R.
Advertisements must reach the office not later than the! Dresser at the Metropolitan Tabernacle Lecture

24th of each month.

All cheques and

postal orders

mae payable to Tayler Brothers.

to be

_

Editorial communications must be addressed, The Editor ;

advertisements
Brothers,

and

business

communications

care of the Publishers,

Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
American

Agents :—The

Dorset

International

85, Duane Street, New York City.

Works,

to

Taylor

Hall.

The

lecture which

, was full of interest, and
greatly appreciated.

Salisbury | were

was

an

ex tempore

the lantern

slides

one

were

The proceeds ofthe evening

4°

:

°

devoted towards providing a Christmas dinner

for the poor in the neighbourhood.

News Co., 83 and

7

2

Mr.

NewrTon,

2

of 3, Fleet

2

:

Street, has issued a

.

.

Enlarger.
The Optical Magio Lantern Journal and Photograpio
A Binocular Lanternescope.
scries of photo-micrographic slides on the Bacillus
72

Tuberculosis, asubject which is at present occupyWe recently inspected an instrument of the
ing the mind of Dr. Koch and other leaders of
class which had been constructed
The set spoken of consists of Lanternescope
‘nedical science.
with the intention of enabling one to view lantern
twelve slides.
slides in a maguified state, using both eyes, but
when we looked at a slide through this instrument
is
gas
acid
liquid carbonic
Tre manufacture of
ed
dried we saw nought but a confused picture.
and
now carried onextensively. The wash
In the instrument spoken of, two small ordinary
receivers
of
series
intoa
gas ispumped successively
lenses were mounted at the ends of brass
convex
oradually decreasing in size until the gas is
to the box holding the slide. As far
attached
tubes
liquefied, which occurs when the pressure is raised
eyes, the tubes were perfect, but
one’s
to
fitting
as
to 36 atmospheres at a temperature of freezing
*

*

a

point.
.

”

x

A NEw form of light, which is said to be as powerful as the electric light, and the efhciency of which
iy not impaired by fog, is obtained by a clock-work
arrangement pouring powered magnesium at
frequent intervals into the flame of a round wick
lamp, producing a very brilliant flash of light.
*

2

5

As we have not had an opportunity of trying the
~ Collins” hand camera since we received it, we
must postpone No. 9 of Hand Cameras for
Osiaining Slides for the Lantern until next
issue.
*

*

*

Tr following paragraph has been going the
round of the papers :—'t A panic was caused at a
Ualonist mecting at East Coker, near Yeovil, on
17th December.

was

A lecturer

showing some

views by means ofa limelight lantern, when there
was aloud explosion. ‘The people rushed to the

doorway, a hissing noise from the lantern adding

<. their fright. Ultimately, it was found that one
af the cylinders in which gas was stored had cxploded.” But from information we have received
welearnthat the connections at the gas bottle were
net screwed down, hence when the gas was turned

on

there was

a slight hissing

noise, which

was

heard only by the few persons immediately around
:}2 lantern, and that there was no panic.
2

a

.)

Mr. Auvreo UNDERHILL has resigned his position
of hon. assistant sec. to the Croydon Cameta Club.
-

The Lantern for Suffering Humanity.
In last issue we suggested a scheme whereby hospital patients might have a periodical lantern
entertainment.
We are pleased to announce that
offers have been made of cash, slides, apparatus
and assistance. Those interested are hereby invited to attend a meeting on
Tuesday,

January
street,

6,

at

E.C,, at

181,
7.45

Aldersgatep.m.,

in order to discuss the best means of conducting

this worthy object.

there their usefulness cvased. When the lenses
were removed from the tubes and the eye applied,
it was possible to see about two-thirds of the
picture from cither side, and as the eye is applied

at the centres of the lenses, part of the slide was
seen by one cye and part by the other, hence one
of the causes of the confused appearance.
In a stereoscope, the lenses are so formed as to
bend the rays coming from each picture inwards
and upwards in sucha way that they enter the eye
parallel, but when the picture to be viewed is a
single one it is necessary that the rays be bent in
the opposite direction before reaching the eye,
at which time they must be parallel.
The general principle by which two eyes may
be used for seeing the one picture may be excmplified by taking a large magnifying glass and
placing in contact with it a piece of brown paper
or cardboard having two holes in it to suit the
eyes, if then a slide be held at sufficient distance
it can be clearly and distinctly seen with both

eyes.
As the greater portions of the glass spoken ofarc
covered, they are therefore useless for the pur-

pose of aiding the vision ; consequently it will be

apparent that only those portions opposite the:

eyc-holes are required.
Once of the best means of making an instrument
with which both eyes may be used is by mount-

ing a pair of plano-convex eye-pieces £4 inches 1n
diameter of about 8 inches focus in conjunction
with a prismatic lens of the same focus, each set
separated the usual distance of the eyes apart.
The prisms, which are of the same form as those
instcreoscopes, are placed in the opposite direction
to those in a stereoscope, and must be mounted
so that the thick end of the wedges are presented
to each other.

The lens and prism together will give a focus

of about 4 inches, at which distance the lantern
slides must be stationed. Hoods should be placed
on the outer end of cach lens so as to shade extraneous light from the eyes.
With an instrument of this class, slides can be
presented to the eye greatly amplified, giving the
appearance of being projected on a large screen.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
Prize Medals,

Liverpool International Exhibition,
Photographic

Exhibition,

ARCHER'S NEW OPTICAL LANTERNS.
Proved

superior to all others.

ARCHER

See reports.

&

SONS,

LANTERN
SPECIALISTS,
Lists free One stamp,
Many Novelties.

Established 1548.
483 to 49, Lord Street, Liverpool.
Effect Slides painted for the Wholesale London Houses.
All kinds of Slides wade

to Oviter.

Awarded the freedom of the Worshipful Company of‘lin plate Workers
for excellency of workmanship.

T.

J.

DOGGETT,

Manufacturing Tin-Plate Worker to the Optical
Lantern and Photographic Trades,
4, CHURCH LANE, UPPER ST., ISLINGTON.
Lanterns in Japanned Tin. Plate or Mahogany— Russian Iron.
Lamps, Retorts, Reading Lamps, Ee.
Mannafacturing
Opticians’ Own Materials Made Up.

396,

RICHARD
H. MORAN,
IMPORTER
AND JOBBER
BROOME STREET, NEW YORK,

Photographic
Dark

Room

(free)

U.S.A

Materials.
American and Foreign
Novelties.
Catalogues and Bargain
for use <ot Tourists.
List,

For Coeyrtxa,
PicTuRes

post-free.

Apparatus

Ransom’s

Renucrtsa,or Excarcixa

or NEGATIVES,

from

either

(Tetent agplied for.)

Specially
adapted fot
making
‘Trans pareucies or
Lantern
Slides. Professionals
aud A mateurs will

find

this

Prices, in black hard wood }4-pl.
Apparatus supply a lony-felt want.
and under, 21'-; }- pl. (10XS), 27'6; 12X15, 35/-; Polished Walnut
From the Maker,
20 per cent. extra.

122, Newington

RANSOM,

London, S.E.
price 24s.

Royal Svo, leather binding,

With 647 Illustrations.

OF

HANDBOOK
By

Butts,

Dr.

articles,

and

Illustrations.

I have

omitted

all the

executed to
coloured plates which added to the expense and were not
I have had woodcuts made instead.”
my taste.

London:
ST.

Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and
Rivington, Limited,
DUNSTAN'S

HOUSE,

FETTER

And all Booksellers.

LANE,

E.C.

IGH-CLASS Photographic SLUDES, in Sets, artistically coloured, (i’- per_dozen ; sample, 6d. free.—
J. MCLENNAN, 36, St. Paul’s Road, Canonbury, London. N.
ANTERN SLIDES from your own negatives. photos,
Send negative or photo and
&e. Terms moderate.
twelve stamps for specimen.—BELLYSE, Stecple Claydon,
oucks.

ROFESSOR

—

ENTERTAINMENTS

KOENIG'S

Music, Songs, and Mirth.
lime light scenery, grand

Dlustrated with miaguiiiand marvellous etfects.

cent
painted by Hill, Dickson, Dobel, Simpson, and

shown

others vad
with a powerful Tri-unial Stereoscopic Apparatus,

giving pictures from 10 to 50 feet in diameter at anv ilisNaza reth, Mount
tance (subjects with music and songs).
Vesuvius,

Storm

at

Sea,

The

Tie

Blacksmith,

Village

flying Dutchman, and mauy other subjects, thus curuiting
a lengthened lecture, which so often proves monotot..-.- ia
these entertainments.—Programmes on application. 372,
Hdgeware Road, W.
IME-LIGHY for theatricals and others. Two gas dags,
pressure boards, light hos, jet, four colours, hest con4 10s... hest
denser, tubing, retort, purifier, complete.
quality. —373, Edgware Road, W
Ly

VIEWS

(Pair).—Mahogany

laucerns,

superior condensers. achromatic front lenses. rackwork adjustments, fitted with lime-lights. hag, retort. purifier, tubing, &c.; property of an old professional : trial
Auother pair. £5 —Keente,
given ; £7, cost £20; bargain.
Photographer, 373, Edgware Road, Paddington.
OR SALE at moderate price to clear, a nearl
Screen (7 feet +
“ Metamorphoser’ Lantern;

sn.
on roller, with stand, &c., and a quantity of plair
coloured Slides.—Write for particulars to A. UNDERHILL,
Dissolving View Artist, 32, Clarenion Road, West Craydou, Surrey.
Eatertate. st:
ANYICRNS and SLIDES on hire.
ns
provided for Schvols, Nvening Parties, &¢.—Ae
UNDERHILL. Dissolving View Artist, 32, Clarendon iond,
Weat Croydon,

LEARANCE.
(aglish,

Fifty good photographic lanteru
Scotch

and

Foreign

scenery’),

lUs.

5
7":

sampltes ls., post-free.—COLLINS, Seasicle, Eastbourne.

we END

25s. and photo card of any friend and you

receive in return a framed enlargement (bl:
K
white carbon); size 23 by 18 inches.—G. GLovie:
Walker Street, Timehouse, London, f.
LIMELIGHT

OPERATOR

Occasional Engagements.—Address,
hhoad, S.i.

F, EsmMarcu.

&c.

20 Words, 6d.: cach additional 3 Words, Id.

OMPBLTENT

SURGERY.

by R.
An Entirely New Translation from the Third German Edition,
In his preface to this Edition the Author
Farquuar Curtrs, M.D.
says :—‘ t have taken pains to make use of the extraordinary advances
in recent years.
which surgery, and especially its techmique, has made
facilitate the
An Index, which is as complete as possible, will greatly
search for names,

WANTS,

GENERAL

1380.

1SSS.

ite

can werer

H., 161, Brocxley

OOD COMIC MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES, fell ioe;
Wear Gittord,
6l.—DART,
sample,
12 for 39;
Bideford.
Wits ON, an ASSISTANT in Photo Shaw Rooms:
be able to take complete charge; preference: ,
of manipulating a bi-unial
to one capable
occasionally ; must be a teetotaler ; salary aud com:
given, with extra in connection with lantern.—Wiile
I. £.6., co this Journal.

it

io

‘uttachnient tubes for a bi-unial lint
to use long focus lenses when reqittre:
ALPHA, 27, Vernon Terrace, Wast Finchley. N.
Wr
order

BEASLEY is open to investiyate any
ness on behalf of intending purchaser
fixed charge.—64 & 6, Chancery Lane, WC.
M®

bustat a

iv.

The Optical Magio Lantern Journal and Photographio Enlarger,

LANTERN SLIDE CLAMPS.

Dissolying View

Magic Lanterns and Slides.

Photographic Apparatus, Scientific Instruments and every
description of miscellaneous property.
R. J. C. STEVENS!
begs to announce that he holds Sales of t hie
above, every Friday, ‘at half-past twelve precisely, at his great
Rooms, 3$, King Street, Covent Garden, London.
Gentlemen

wishing to include property in these Sales, are requeste
fo send particulars one weck prior to Sale.

~

=

Or

<*

eal

S

RF
mz

3
Se

a

rr

3

oe

Pliciographic Enterprise, 12, Preistley Rd.,Birmingham.

SANDS,

HUNTER

H. HUGHES

& Co.,

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS
MANUFACTURERS

Depot

oc,

AND

YSOTOGRAPHIC
43,

OUR

B.

SPECIAL

NEW

ILLUSTRATED

Charterhouse

Square,

&

SUPPLY
and

now

LANTERN,

&

1891.

Ready.

35 SHILLINGS.

CATALOGUE

POST

FREE.

59, Fenchurch
St., London,
De

Whittingham

ARTISTS’

OPTICAL

SON.

1890

Hire Terms greatly reduced.

the

Svranbourne St., Leicester Square. London, W.C

AND

SEASON,

All New Slides and Apparatus

DEALERS.

for Second-Hand Cameras, Lenses, &c., by
most Noted Makers.
Catalogue post free.

W.

LANTERN

91,

Co.,

ASSOCIATION,

Gracechurch

E.C

Street,

LTD.,

London.

“lost suitable Hand Camera for making Lantern
Slide Negatives
Jost portable, most reliable, mast simple. 20 exposures

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ARTISTS’

is undoubtedly the Swinden and Earp’s Patent,
without refilling,
Write for particulars and specimens.
SUPPLY
ASSOCIATION,
LIMITED.

NYGEN Extracted from the Atmosphere by BRINS'
PATENT PROCESS, absolutely free from Chlorine
or deleterious matter of any kind.
Supplied at a few hours’ notice compressed in

Weldless

#4

Steel

Cylinders,

at

120

(1,8001bs.) on the square inch.
¥\YGEN—40,000 Cubic Feet in stock.
XYGEN

BLOW

PIPES,

Xe., for Mechanics,

for Soldering

GRIFFITHS’
PATENT

atmospheres

and

Lantern Slide-Making
CAMERA.

Brazing,

Electrical Engineers, Copper-

smiths, Plumbers, Gla-sblowers, &c,
i YGEN for Limelight Illumination, Magic
Lanterns,
Illuminated Advertising, &c.
Se gees — SPECIAL, THRMS to Theatres and
larce
Consumers. ‘Uanks and hags are dispensed with, und

> plate
:
”

THE

Complete with Achromatic Lens—
square, 12:6;
Oblong (full plate),
15/‘i
»

"

FIXED

ENLARGEMENT

14/6.
17/8.

CAMERA.

Large Prints or Negatives from your Small Camera.

hack pressure and mixing of gases rendered impos-

sible.

Explosions of Retorts and Chemicals

are done

away with.
The Oxygen is cheaper and purer than that made

from chlorate of potash, and has no corrosive
action co metal fittings.
*S INDERS: Lach cylinder is tested under a pressure
of Two Tons (1,480lbs.) on the square inch before
heing filled. These precautions render the use of
compressed gazes quite safe.
To ensure that they
have been observed when purchasing see that our
name is stamped on both cylinder and valve.

A Large Stock of Cylinders, from 25s. to 943.,
according to size;
Couplings, Keys, Gauges,
Nevulators, Valves, &c., always on hand,
Agents in all Principal towns.
Price Lists and all information on application to

Ppydr

MANCHESTER

OXYGEN
(Brins’

Patent),

COMPANY,

Ltd,

GREAT MARLBOROUGH ST., OXFORD RD., MANCHESTER.
Manufacturers and Compressors of all kinds of Gas.

|

+ to + plate, 16/yto { plate, 19/-

1,
1 1910 by 8, 22/6

10 by 8, 22/6
12 by 10, 26!-

WALTER
GRIFFITHS,
Patentee
&SoleMaker of the ‘Guinea’ Detective Gamera,
HIGHGATE
Wholesale
Agents:
TYLAR, Aston,
everywhere.

SQUARE,

BIRMINGHAM.

MARION
&
Birmingham.

CO., London;
W.
fold by Dealers
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is a fairly large one, 8it. or toft. in length, it is
The cornfort of using both eyes for the purpose | room easy
to rig up an enlarging camera to work this
very
ed
appreciat
be
and in the manner described can
way, and at a small cost, as almost any camera and lens
only by those who try it.
can be employed ; but a good portrait lens (4-plate)

The lenses should be fitted at the end of an en-

works best, and gives all that is required. Supposing
one has a dark room large enough to work in, it is
necessary to cut a hole in the wall facing N. or W..
and place a camera against it, excluding all light exThe
cepting that which comes through the lens
flashed
of
piece
a
placed
be
should
this
of
outside
Aisa hole
5) explains what I mean.
(Fig.
drawing
the
for
nd
opal to provide a suitable backgrou
cut in the wall, with a camera placed against it, expictures.
cluding all light, except that which comes through the
10:
It can be made to fit in a groove, and the
lens.
carriers for the negatives fastened in the hole in the
Hints on Enlarging.
wall (behind the camera), but whichever way the
By A. R. DRESSER.
camera is fixed, allowance must be made to get at the
: negative, so as to put in a sky negative when one
requires to double print. To do this I fix a frame of
CHAPTER III.
in the wall, flush with the front, or nearly so,
carriers
Now, having described the apparatus required, [ and then nail two pieces of grooved wood (AA) in
will speak of enlarging direct on bromide paper Fig. 6, on which I have a board (BBBB), to which is
The work is really the same as fastened my camera (C) in a manner that it will not
through the camera.
move. The board holding
described before, only bromide paper is used instead
Take a piece of clean glass, free from
the camera moves up and
of glass.
down, so I can, by lifting
scratches and marks, and put in the holder where
the board up, fasten it on
sensitized plate ordinarily goes; then ‘on it place a
a nail with a piece of
sheet of bromide paper, and over that, a piece of cardstring,
and
can then
board to keep it flat. After closing the back, all is
readily get at my negaready for exposure. By employing this means you are
tive D. and when the
unable todo combination printing, but you can double
Of this, however, I shall
board is let down again—
print—that is, put in clouds.
enlarging
great advocate for
if it is made square—all
speak later on. I ama
will be in register. So that
in this way. When one gets excerienced, failures
for printing on sky, after
are rare, and besides, double printing can be done, or
focussing. I take the view
any dodging or shading of the negative in parts
negative out, put in a sky
it may require. The greatest advantage of all is
one, give the required exthat camera and stand can be worked in any ordinary
posure, then lift up the
room, and that the same outfit will do either for
enlarging or reducing.
board the camera is on,
and
take out sky negative, reWhen enlarging, the lens is close to the plate;
place with view negative,
if working in an ordinary room, or even out of doors,
and give the exposure reall that is necessary is to throw a dark cloth over
quired. The manner! prethe front to protect the lens from any stray light, and
vent light getting on the
do the dodging and vignetting at the back of the
paper [ will explain when
negative. The exposure which will be required deI come to that part of the
pends to a yreat extent on the negative and stop used.
Fic.
6.
W.
facing
window
enlarging apparatus.
I enlarged |-plate up to 15 x 12, my
degs.),
(with a tin reflector outside at an angle of 45
To returnto Fig. 5. Procure a long board or table,
8x 10 RR., F 22, and Fry’s Argentotype with grooved pieces of wood, on which is an easel or
using a Beck
I gave nine minutes, the negative being a board to throw the enlargement on (see B, Fig. 5).
Bromide
Now, here there are various ways of working.
One
fair one, but certainly not thin. On a fine summer
;
day three minutes would be enough.
can use a frame, as shown in the drawing. to pin the
The next plan is enlarging by throwing the image on paper upon, or else an easel, as sold at the various
a screen, the same as whenusing an enlarging lantern. photo dealers, but if so you are zxad/e to do double
Here a dark room is required, as one is not able to printing. and it is this point I referred to above when
work where there is any white light. If the dark
I said I would explain how I kept the light from
getting to the bromide paper.
I have an easel that
can be moved back and forwards to do the focussing
on, on which I have fastened the back of a 15 « 12
camera—that is to say, the part that holds the ground
glass and the dark slide —so all one has to do is to buy
any old camera at auction, the size required to work up
to—viz., § X fo, 1o » (2, or 15 X 12—and use the
dark slides and ground glass for putting on the easel
as shown. The great advantages of so doiny will be
apparent, and the cost is next to nothing, for if one

closed box of sufficient width, the other end being
fitted with any suitable lantern carrier that provides for the exhibition of a succession of slides;
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watches his chance he can buy the back part of a
camera with a dark slide for
afewshillings. Focussing
can

then be done

much

better, as it is done

on the

ground glass ; you are not bothered with pins to pin
your paper on a board, and you have not to work in
the dark ; and, lastly, you are able to double print
without fogging your paper.
When the sky negative
has been exposed put in the slide of the dark back
before drawing up the camera to replace the view
negative.
I make a point in calling attention to
working this way—that is, having an ordinary dark
back for holding the bromide paper—for reasons stated
above, and feel sure every one should adopt this way for
holding the paper, whether the enlarging is done by
daylight or artificial light.
Those who pin their
bromide
piece of
ordinary
where to

paper on the easel, must make a cap with a
thin yellow glass in to use in place of the
cap, which will enable them to see exactly
pin the paper.

I have, I think, fully explained the two ways of working or making enlargements by daylight, and will leave
the rest of my hints for another chapter.
“0:

To

Obtain

the
Best Light
Oil Lamps.

By

ALFRED

from

WATKINS.

Or the general convenience of the two, threé, and
four-wick paraffin lamps for lantern use, there can be

no doubt, but most users of this means ofillumination
have had experience
arise with their use.

of the

inconveniences

which

The four-wick burners are usually extremely sensitive as to height of flame, and if they are set to burn
to give the best light they are apt to commence to
smoke in a few minutes. This fault is often aggravated

by a too contracted hood at the top of the chimney.

the lamp on the shelf was free to be moved

in any

direction, and I finally discovered that by placing the
lamp at a considerable angle (about 35 degrees) to
the optical line of the arrangement, the dark space
between the wicks was no longer presented to the
condenser, and the screen was evenly illuminated.
Makers should see to this, and buyers should refuse
to purchase lamps in which the wicks are at right
angles to the condenser.
20:

How
BY

| Became
THE

a

Lanternist.—l.

VICE-CHAIRMAN
OF
SOCIETY.

THE

LANTERN

I AM nota particularly good one at telling a yarn—a
much better one at listening. [ enjoy little tales, especially when spiced with fun in them; but I generally
notice that when I retail them, they require some explanation after my interpretation. My early experiences
with the lantern were not romantic, not strikingly
funny ; not far reaching or profound ; in fact they were
not anything in particular.
It was some time in the fiftiesthat I attended an
exhibition which created great excitement in that most
singular of all villages, viz., Wixhall, in Shropshire,
where the marvellous and astonishing feat of a man
swallowing rats was to be shown under the patronage
of the gentry of the neighbourhood; and Hodge and
Tommy Atkins, who was on furlough, and all the school

children of the place were there.

'

Wixhallis a village or township of which the late Rev.
W. F. Calloway used to say that a stranger on entering it
would lose his way twice for finding it once.
There
are hundreds ofmiles oflanes in it, though onlv a little
parish about four miles wide and about two miles long.
Now this is very singular, is it not, that a thing should
be wider than it is long. I will explain it. [ learnt
in those days from our village schoolmaster in speaking

I have seen great improvements made in lamps given
to smoking, by bending the hood so as to obstruct of everything pertaining to the map of England that
the draught less; or, better still. by removing the hood the top and bottom was its length, and I have never
altogether, although in the latter case a patch of! | been able to unlearn that notion that ifacounty went
light will be somewhat prominent on the ceiling of | from one side of England to the other, that would still

room.
| be its width if it were only a mile from south to north.
Most workers now know how to keep the lamp But, perhaps, this is a superstition that needs
free from smell—the metal-work should be carefully uprooting.
wiped just before using ; but I have recently seen a
Well, that entertainment came off. Such a crowd.
case in which, despite of all care, a horrible stench All the blankets and bed quilts in the neighbourhood
resulted when lighting up came.
This was finally were used in darkening the innumerable windows of
traced to a deposit of odorous soot inside the metal the school room, which was a very large one, capable
chimney, and when this part was carefully wiped out, of holding some hundreds.
The falling snow, Babes
all was well again.
in the Wood, all these things paled before the final
Another defect usual with two or four-wick lamps climax— the man swallowing the rats.
With the
is the dark line down the centre of the light circle on other boys I began counting, but I shall never muster
the screen, which of caurse is the

image of the dark

space between the wicks.
I was recently consulted by a photographer in a
difficulty. He had rigged up the parts of a sciapticon
(2-wick) lantern for enlarging, the condenser being
placed in a partition which closed in his dark
room,

the negative

close against it, and the lamp on

a little shelf outside.
The arrangement was quite
satisfactory with the exception of the dark line, which
(tuite spoiled his enlargements.
Various kinds of
remedies were tried without success ; but fortunately

up courage to tell yourreaders how many rats that man
ate.
It was very wonderful.
I always had a curiosity
about a lantern after that day.
About a dozen Christmases since, somebody was recommended to me. Of course the somebody in question was hard up. I have noticed that the people who
get recommendations to one are very often hard up,
So this party said that he had a lantern. lamp, lens,

and many boxes of slides, all to sell cheap. These
slides were not your insignificant unmounted 3}in. x
3qin. mere tame dark photographs ; nothing so insig-

v.
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SUCCESSFUL

FOR

ONLY

USE

MAKING

FRY'S LANTERN PLATES.
STREET,

5, CHANDOS

CHARING

CROSS,

hy COLOURED

YOU

DO

3rd.

They cost exactly

ENLARGEMENTS,

VEVERS’

USE

LONDON.”

BINDERS?

SLIDE

LANTERN

halt the price charged fcr any 0 her

Six Colours :—Orange,
for one slide.

Green,

Blue,

Packed in neat boxes of one

Lilac, Pink, ‘and Deep Bronze
hundred, 6d., post:-free.

For full particulare of above. and hundreds of other tree

tpl T71G:o-ph 1087

W.C.

over any other mak
The following are a few of the advantages they possess
bound
of slides can be inetantly distinguished irom another by being
Ist. —Being made in 6ix dietinetse OlOUrS one set or make
h differant coloured 8!
to the slide.
attached
once
being
after
‘‘fiy’’
never
they
gummed,
well
2nd. _the Paaper is very pli bie: “ybough tough, and being
m

SEL
ay

RS

LONDON,

Address—‘

Telegraphic

Works—KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.

raSEAE

CO.,

MANUFACTURING

FRY

THE

DEALERS.

ALI

OF

oa, see Vever

Lanterns, éc.. cheaper than any other Hous

j

Cc.

Cc. VEVERS,

12,

Market

Blue.

Each

Briggate,

Street,

Strip is long enough

‘New Catalogue, post-free 2d.

LEEDS.

e

a

CHADWICK’S

Perfect OPTICAL LANTERN
For
The

Lime-Light

only.

most perfect Optical Lantern
Particulars see Catalogue.

5/8 each,

Post

made.

free.

W. I. CHADWICK, 9, St. Mary's Street, MANCHESTER.
(Author, * Magic Lantern Manual.” )

Catalogues free for postage.
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CRYSTAL

PALacE CoMPANY,
CrysTAL Pacace, S.E.,

April 4th, 1890.
To Messrs. TAYLOR,

TAYLOR

Slate Street Works,

ANGE

V/

+ | CI@

BSON:,

ESTER.

maton Stes, ORN,

& HOBSON,

Leicester.

GENTLEMEN,—In reference to the pair of Lantern Lenses you made specially for me, in working
I found the illumination

perfect ; the definition

and crispness of the image left nothing to be
desired. I also found an immense depth of focus,
which is a great desideratum, as it saves the trouble of continually having to focus every slide
(owing to the different thickness of the glass used in the slides). This is a very important
feature. It is a class of lens that I have long felt the want of, and which at last you have been
able to realise.
I must not overlook the fact of their being symmetrical in form and free
from distortion.
I need only mention several gentlemen of eminence in the art-science of
Photography who fully share my opinion, viz., Messrs. H. P. Ropinson, VALENTINE
BLANCHARD, FRANK M. Goon, and many others who were with me on several occasions in
the gallery when working, and in addition I need only refer you to the London daily press
and other papers who speak in very high terms of their performance.
The mounting
and finish of the lenses leave nothing to be desired, and in my opinion the lenses are
absolutely perfect.
fe LEICE

ar oSoutheticH HOLENDON.

I remain, Gentlemen,

Yours very truly,
WILLIAM

SCOTTS

PATENT

Saves

SATURATOR.

its Cost in 20 Exhibitions.

For Single or Double Lanterns.
Fluids used, Etber or Benzoline.
Produces a 600-candle power Limelight without any coal gas. Prices
and testimonials from

A. W.

SCOTT,

Ashcombe

Road,

Weston-super-Mare.

MAKE YOUR OWN

BROOKS.

PICTURE

FRAMES.

With our Registered Mitre-Cutting Machine, any person—without previous instruction or practice—can make a Picture Frame.
Write for Illustrated Circular to BOOTH
BROS.,
DUBLIN.

The

Old and

Celebrated

LANCASHIRE

TIMBER

and

PLASTER

HALLS

of

and

CHESHIRE as supplied to Her Majesty
(by command).
SLIDES from any of the above 1/6 each 15- a doz. List on application.
E. PEAKOME, 433, Glossop Road, Sheffield.

Go. W. WILSON
& CO.,
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PUBLISHERS
AND LANTERN SLIDE MAKERS,

F.W. HART, Patentee & Manufacturer

2,

Portable Adjustable Magic Lantern Screen Stands.
Garden Studios and Background Stands. FLASH LAMPS :— Original
Patent for distribution and other Appliances for Photographic, Scenic,

St.

Swithin

ABERDEEN,

Street,

SCOTLAND.

VALENTINE
&
CELEBRATED

Lantern
.

NEW

and Signal Purposes.
Suppcy Storr.

SONS’

Transparencies.
CATALOGUE

Specialities

NOW

for

READY,

1890-1891.

‘““Greenland’s Icy Mountains” (from direct negatives)
“The North Cape.” “The Sylvan Wye.” “A Fishing
Expedition” (Humorous).
‘A Charity Concert” (ditto).

Catalogue

and
ON

Prices

(wholesale

APPLICATION

TO

(285%
LAND, GREEN
8 & 9, KINGSLONDON
N.E.

only)

152 & 154, PERTH ROAD, DUNDEE. |

Established

PHOTOGRAFHIC

APPARATUS,

CHEMICALS,

1859.)

WIE

&C.,

:

TINSON

&

CoO.,

ARTISTS, OPTICIANS
AND
LANTERN
APPLIANCE
MAKERS,
SUNDERLAND.

SLIDES—Of every kind from Customers’ own negatives.
Ditto coloredand mounted inasuperior manner.
All the recognised kinds (over 70,000) are on
sale, at one uniform price, 15/- per dozen,
plain; ditto colored, from 15/-extra (good).
Very superior work to order at any other Price.

ges ALL WORK

DONE ON THE PREMISES

Lanterns and Apparatus of the most approved form.
WILKINSON
& Co., Holmeside, Sunderland.
{Established

1839,
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nificant.

Be it noted, they were “magnificent produc-

tions on glass,” mostly those known as slipping slides.
The majority of them have since slipped out of my posSome neighbours of mine found them useful
session.
As they
and borrowed them on many occasions.
come backa few less each time, I am gradually thinning the stock without having to go to the expense of
advertising, and the necessary negotiations to dispose
of them inthe usual way.
But to return to my subject, if |have one. I am sorry
1
to be so verbose, but I will try todo better in future.
There was
asked how much for this great collection?
aset on natural history ; I possess them still, andina
great many ofthe slipping fellows above

mentioned, a

set on astronomy, with such wonderful rings and such
illuminosity and phosphorescent tints as I never beheld
The whole of these were packed
before or since.
in a box ft. Gin. square; it was a large cube, but I
got it home after having paid the full price in one instalment. viz. 25s., which may surprise some ; but it
happened to be just at Christmas time, when everyIf I were an
is looked on with indulgent eyes.
thing
artist I would try and sketch that lamp, I would try
and describe that lens : it might be useful for a lecture
before our society, but our readers must imagine it.
I tried it, therefore the readers have the best of it.
The first exhibition I gave was a sort of private rehearsal.
There were my own children, some other
folks’ children, and as many adults as I conceived to be
sufficiently weak and credulous as to entrust themselves

7 >

I stained and oil polished each pole to resist action
of water when the screen was used wet.
Screw anelbow on each of the four poles, and a
tube on each of other four poles. The pole must go

The frame is now ready for
half way throughtube.
fittings.
Put frame together, get two dozen small screw

hooks. Put one in the frame on each side of tubes
and elbows, and one in the middle of each pole, between the elbow and tube. That is six on each side.
a little over 1ft. apart. Fasten tapes on the screen in
loops, to correspond with positions of screw hooks.

I

put hooks in first so that no loop on screen shall come
screen.
opposite metal joints except the corners of

To

fasten corners of screen. I put a long loop of tape on
corner, and also stitched ona large dress or mantle
hook (used by ladies). The tape would then go over
The
elbow joint, and be held in position by the hook.
screen holds the frame securely together, and it may

beam, and fastened to floor by means
be hung froma
Or for an opaque
of large screw hooks and thin rope.
screen. it may be hung on the wall by two or even one
nail. I find it best to fasten the four corners in fixed
position, as it keeps frame and sheet square, and may
also, by having all joints loose, be used as a means of
still further stretching screen. This latter fact kept me

from having loose pivots to slip through holes to keep
frame together before screen was attached. I have used
I finally had a screw hook
mine in various positions.
fixed permanently in a beam over each corner of
corner
to the mercies of my ciceroneship for about an hour screen, anda temporary screw hook under each
There were sundry little mishaps, but on | of the frame in the floor. Four lengths of string just
and a half
long enough to suit my requirements are kept in posithe whole it was a very remarkable show.
In my next article. which I shall call No. 2, I shall tion, and enable me more quickly to put up and
hooks on the
endeavourto focus the numerous incidents incidental take down the screen. I slip eight brass
be attached
to my first show, and project them in words upon a screen and fasten up, then they can easily
made for
page of the next issue of the Optical Magic Lantern to screw hook in frame. Allowance must be
this beforehand.
Journal.
;
in fixing
10:
Last season I usedto spend over half-an-hour

Screen
By

my screen.

Frames.

HILTON

Now I put it up in less than five minutes.

Bya little thought anybody can arrange the screen
frame to be erected in any position.
The whole cost of joints, poles, and hooks was four
shillings.

GRUNDY.

10:
Mr. TRANTER in last issue has, by his call for each
to help the many, induced me to again try to help that
Photography in Natural Colours
large body of lanternists who cannot afford elaborate
apparatus. Foravery few shillings any one with theleast
Applied to the Optical Lantern.
ingenuity can be the possessor of a good, serviceable, |
frame.
screen
handsome
think
|
By One WHO HAs SEEN Ir.
and
portable,
I will give my own size screen, viz., 8ft. square.|
This may be enlarged or decreased according to re- |
A NEW apparatus will shortly be placed on the market,
quirements.
the problem of photography
Ata local ironmonger’s I obtained four zinc tubes, which practically solves
It
far as the lantern is concerned
gin. long, 13in diameter, and four zinc elbow joints of in true colours, so

the same diameter, and

about 4 or 5 inches long.

with

each

branch

of elbow

These lengths. I think, may

be lessened, but I wished to make sure of a good firm
bar. Near one end of each tube and elbow I had a
I next obtained some strong
hole drilled for a screw.
rake or brush handles and cut them in lengths so that
when connected with the tube each side of screen
frame was a little over ft. Be careful to make frame a
little too large in order to allow for tapes, &c.. on
screen. as it is easier to cut a little off than to add to
the length of each pole.

consists of three

parts,

camera,

slides,

and

lantern.

The process has been christened with the title“ Verak.”
signifying ‘true colour,” the inventor being Mr A.
‘he patent appliW. Scott, of Weston-super-Mare.
cation is entitled, *‘ Improvements in the Method of,
and Apparatus for, Producing Photographs, and in
Exhibiting the same or the like.”
‘The camera is a multiple camera having four lenses,
which takes four pictures in the respecttve quarters
of a single sensitive plate, which

isochromatic class.

is necessarily of the

He
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Each lens is furnished with a coloured screen, so
thata different colour of image is thrown upon each
section,
red light falling on one, blue light on
another, and so on; Mr. Scott’s theory being that
white light is composed of fowr primary colours, and
that all the colours of nature are simply combinations
of two or more of these colours, mixed in varying proportions.
Practically the pure colours are never seen
singly; but it is possible by combining different
coloured transparent films, to block out all but one
colour, which

can

alone

penetrate

Editorial

Table.

PLums INDtcaTOR.—This neat and useful attachment for a camera, of which we give a cut, has been
introduced by the Thornton Pickard Manufacturing Company, of Manchester.
It is packed
in a box with screws ready for being screwed

in position, for the sum of one shilling.

It re-

sponds quickly to the slightest movement of the
camera, which can be readily levelled when

the screen ; and

with this colour a photograph is taken on one section

fitted with one of these indicators.

of the Verak negative.
The four negatives are taken
simultaneously, by simply removing the large cap
(covering the four lenses) for a few seconds.
Each
section requires the same length of exposure as the

CATALOGUE.—In
looking over the large
catalogue lately issued by Mr. Walter Tyler,

other three, as the lenses are fitted with

various

sized

48, Waterloo-road, we observe that it contains
a number of pages explanatory of the working
of lanterns which will be found very instructive read-

stops, the red being full aperture of jin., the others
have very small holes.
It will be observed that it is ing. In single lanterns, various styles are illusjust as easy to take a negative by this process as by trated, including the Helioscopic lantern, of which
One finds various arany single lens camera.
The subsequent treatment is the maker is justly proud.
precisely the same as with ordinary dry plate photo- rangements for changing the slides, as in the MetaBiunial langraphy. The negative plate is developed and dried. morphoser and Terpuoscope lanterns.
A positive is then made by contact on any good lantern terns are also well represented,
and we notice
plate. This positive is then covered by a protecting triunials ranging in price from about ten to nearly
Lantern fittings are deglass, with a paper mat between, having four aper- one hundred pounds each.
tures, one for each picture ; and the slide when bound picted in endless variety. To mention anything about
up with the customary black paper edging is finished. ithe slides in the catalogue would be out of all reason
It presents four little photographs of the same object, in the space at our disposal, for there are about 350
all in black and white, allalike in outline, but wot in pages of titles, which consist of mechanical, handthe shading.
painted, plain and coloured photos, chromo, and
A special lantern is used to display the slides.
This others; photos being Is. plain, and 6d. extra if
isexternally similar to an ordinary single lantern, with coloured. To produce a catalogue of this style is a
one limelight, and a gin. condenser, in front of which
large undertaking, and to those interested we have
is placeda glass painted red, blue, &c., in its quarters, pleasure in recommending it.
and in front of this is placed the Verak slide.
Thus red light goes through the picture originally proLANTERN SLIDE CLAMP.—We have received from
duced with red light in the camera, blue light through ; the Photographic Enterprise Company of 12, Priestlythe picture taken in the blue, andso on. A very simple road, Birmingham, clamps forlantern slides.
These
automatic self-acting arrangement of lenses in front of |
clamps are made in two
the slide collects all the rays issuing from the four
styles, the better of which
images, and projects them on to the screen about 6ft. or
is provided with means
Ioft. diameter, the result being a clearly defined single
for securing it in position
image in natural colours. The brilliancy of this image :
on the bench or table in
is not quite equal to the ordinary lantern disc, but
front of the worker.
The
with the oxy-benzoline limelight of 800 candle power |
mat and cover glass havat our disposal, this is not practically a drawback.
ing been placed upon the
The apparatus will shortly be exhibited at the Lon- |
transparency, these are,
don photographic societies, arrangements having been
by aturn of a screw, held
made with an eminent member of the Camera Club to
in position for binding, a
introduce the Verak process at one or two of the
mere touch sufficing to
leading societies.
bring the different edges
102
of the plates uppermost,
whilst the relative posiTo judge whether any plate has a sufficiency of emulsion
tion of the transparency, mat, and cover glass reupon it, look at its back after development and before fixing,
and if any detail is visible almost as clearly as in the front,

the thinness of the film is detrimental.
— Chapman Jones.
HAVING

tried limelight for enlarging and found it tedious,

and daylight uncertain, I have used magnesium ribbon with
uniform success.
—J. S. Dicken.

IF lantern transparencies have been toned with mercury,
they should receive a coat of varnish in order to preserve
them.— Win. Brooks.
A THIN leather used by bookbinders will prove better than
paper for binding the edges of lantern slides,—A. 4. Inglis.

mains undisturbed.

This

little instrument, of which

we give a cut, is substantially and neatly made of
brass ; whilst as regards price it is surprisingly low.
Those of our readers who experience any difficulties
in mounting slides will do well to provide themselves
with this handy article.
10:

GERMANY

the

globe

is without

in the

doubt in the lead over all nations on

respect

facilities.
—Z. H. Clark.

of photographic

educational
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Slides.

Comprising a variety of amusing
and instructive sets, and miscellaneous subjects, including—

Nursery

Tales,

Crusoe,

Robinson

Soldier's Progress,

Pilgrim's
Progress,
Bottle,
Buy
Your
Cherries,

Scenery,

History,

Hymns,

AT

WHOLESALE

PRICES.

of Celebrities, &c., &c.

Also a number of High-Class
Slides, including British and
Foreign Scenery, Statuary,
Mottoes, and the New

Series,

Photographed from Life Models,
and giving pictures with one Slide
and one Lantern, equal to anything of the kind hitherto ae
tained with two Slides and two
Lanterns.
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id.
os
for money, and, ‘rom their extreme
for Lanterns with an Oil Light. The
Natural History subjects ; also the
‘‘ Welcome," ‘' Good Night,” ‘‘God
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,,
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...
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és

=
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————_—_—_———
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Fun's Edition of the Poets.
* Natural History.
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Pilgrim’s Progress.
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12
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Canadian Life.
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To-Night.
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Best Quality Interchangeable

Frames,

in Mahogany

Slides
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have
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japanned

sliding

bodies

fronts,
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paciced in neat boxes, and sent
carriage paid.
Prices—1/3, 2/3, 3/-, 4/3, 5/-,
73,

10,3, 14).

All burn Mineral Oil, are ofthe
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and Pinion.
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LL
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LANTERNS
MAGIC
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2
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i
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n,n
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.
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eS
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A Good Way to Remove a
Bad Tooth...
we
owe 5
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SETS.
Slides.
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2
..
Five Minutes of Boy Life
Over-Confidence
a war ae,
Changes in the Bustle of
Every-Day Life ..
..
..
Old
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with
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Natural

Plain Photos.
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1s.

New

SHORT

Magic Lanterns and Slides,
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Own

Portraits
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,,
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:
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..
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,,
,,
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1
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THE FAMOUS
BIJOU LANTERNS
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SLIDES.
No. 1, 8'-; No. 2, 106
No. 3, 15/9.
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1/- extra.

Best
Quality
Lanterns.
No.

English
1, 2/9;

No. 2,4/-; No. 3, 6'3; No. 4, L0/-;

No. 5, 13/9; No. 7, 23/6.
These are sent Carriage Paid.

Light Signal, 3/6, Carriage Paid, 4/-.
Lecturer’s Reading Lamps, with Flash Shutter, showing Red
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1/3,
Carrier,
Double
The new ‘‘ Lightning’?

The Prices for Slides quoted above do not include Postage,
New

Descriptive

C atalogue
ON
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Gratis
TO

and

Post

Free,

ROBERT H. CLARK, Royston, Herts.
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Flashes

on

Lantern

Topics,

By BULL'S-EYE.
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Philosophical Institution there, and the number passed
before the audience was

about

two

thousand.

What

‘ educational good can be got from such a test to a fellow's patience ona severely cold night? Less than half
A NIGHT with a selection of the slides on exhibition at the number, and their qualities fully expiscated, would
the Edinburgh Society’s Exhibition confirms my ex- .do more good, and if the pictures must be shown
pressed opinion of those sent for competition.
A por- multiply the meetings.

tion of the

exhibits

only

could be taken in the |

ae}s

hour allotted, which hour is an added attraction every |

Correspondence.

Tuesday.
Many of the quaint Norman nooks and corners, by |
the president, Mr. Blanc, were exceedingly fine.

Those of Wilson and Co., James

Dore, and A. H.'

S1tr,— When

LANTERN POINTER.
[ Lo the Editor.]
explaining diagrams, maps, &c., while being

Webling were also fine, and a set by J. Brightman, of exhibited by the optical lantern, it is often desirable to be
land and water effects which have already secured able to indicate particular spots on the screen with a pointer.
a medal at the Crystal Palace, were about per- For this purpose I used to have an ordinary straight pointer,
fectin their way; they were executed by contact print- : but as the thin end of this was often confused with the lines
ing on prepared collodio chloride plate, and toned . of the diagram on view, I was led to the adoption of the fol‘ lowing simple and,tin my hands, effective plan. I procured a
in various colours.
The Council have acted wisely in making the use of cheap Japanese fishing-rod (cost 73d.), which consisted ofthree
the optical lantern a speciality, three of the lectures parts, easily put together and taken to pieces. On the point
in the syllabus being so illustrated.
One of the expe- of the top part I have a stout cork stuck firmly. I find
to be all I desire, the cork showing well against the
riments by Dr. Drinkwater in these lectures, showing this
lighted screen, and being readily distinguished from lines,
the action in a cell slide of dissolution and reproduc- trees, or foliage of the picture. After use the rod is detached,
tion by the electric battery, was capitally done, and and the three parts held together by two elastic bands for conwent to prove the analogy, if not the certainty, of venience of carriage.—Yours truly,
DUFFER.
electric action during development of the image.
The awards have not yet been published, but I hear
CONSTRUCTION OF OIL LAMP.
murmurs both low and deep as to the situation
[To the Editor.)
Sr1r,—I have long been of the opinion that it should be
amateurs will occupy, more especially where they have
sent in enlargements from their negatives as their own, possible to obtain a better oil illuminator than that given by
not the enlarger’s work.
As it was expressed, when lamps of the Sciopticon class. I see from your last issue that
one sends a negative to get an enamel picture, no one Messrs. Thomas and Co., of Exeter, have found out a better
As this is just what many people lke
dreams of claiming the enamel as his, but gives the form of burner.
have been craving atter, I think it would be valuable
credit to the proper party. The cases are pretty nearly myself
information if you would publish particulars of the Thomas
parallel, even without raising the other point of selling form of lamp, and also state if it is really better than that now
prints and making money by them, as is done by generally used, for, of course. every maker's lamps +7e the

many amateurs.

That new suggestion put in practice by the inventor,
Mr. Macglashan, of Edinburgh, of making a bad

negative

print as well as a good

one, shouid be a

boon to many readers.
If a negative by reason of bad
‘lighting has too much light or even halation in parts,
while it is weak, but full of detail in the darker parts,
a print not fully printed up is taken, washed, and
fixed, and when roughly washed after the hypo, and

best.
Can you state the principle of the Stock lamp? —
Yours truly,
ANXIOUS.
Birmingham.
[Should Messrs. Thomas afford us the opportunity of
trying their lamp, we shall be pleased to report upon it. At
time of publication we had not received one of the lamps
invented by Mr. Stocks, but believe they are to be ready in
a few weeks.—ED.]
_

GAS-BAG EXPLOSIONS.
dried, it is attached to the front of the negative in
{ Zo the Editor. }
proper register, and a perfect print is got through both
S1e,—lIn reply to I)r.Carey Coombs’ request for experiences
print and negative.
It has not as yet been tried for of vas-bag explosions during exhibitions, I have used gaslantern slides, but will be in few days.
bags several hundreds of times without having experienced
As a proof of the excellence of the entire show, one or even having witnessed an explosion. It is not wise to fill
of the officials of the Liverpool Society—secretary, I the jet with wire gauze, or any other means of stopping an
believe—gave expression to his opinion that it was the influx of flame, as I have found by experiments that the
best he had seen, and I may add my own. With the ex- flame can be sucked through wire gauze, even in several
ception of the Pall Mall Exhibition of this year and the layers, a tube oftwo inches long, filled with the finest gun
international at Ghent, in 1SSo (at which,

by-the-bye,

shot procurable, and similar obstructing agents of like nature.

I have not tried powdered pumice, which you may remember
although not a competitor, I was awarded a diploma
of honour and a special silver medal), I have seen has been strongly recommended by the late Mr. Hardwich as
all the most prominent in this country, France, and a safety medium, as I hold that safety with a gas-bag is quite
ensured by keeping plenty of pressure on it, and I have never
Belgium, and none come up to this Edinburgh one for heard of any explosion having taken place when such was
variety of processes, for excellence of result, or for the case.—Yours truly,
FreD B. LAWRENCE,
artistic quality of work.
In lantern exhibitions of the works of members of
CHROMO-LITHO
SLIDES.
societies, a limit should be put to the quantity, but none
(Lo the Editar.]
DEAR S1R,—Our attention has been called to the article
to the quality, except to exclude the really bad one.
On December 22nd I looked in at the Glasgow on page 64 of your December number by Albert ‘Tranter on
Amateur Photographers’ Exhibition of Slides, in the| chromo-litho slides, in which he complains of the tedious
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process of having to use several sorts of varnish in transferring these.
Surely Mr. Tranter cannot have manipulated
these pictures lately, or he would know that one varnish only
is required throughout now, and that the process is now so
simple that a child can work it with ease and thoroughly
satisfactory results. As the only firm in England now manufacturing chromo-litho slides we feel called upon to take the
matter up, as if Mr. Tranter’s article was read by novices it
would certainly deter them from experimenting.
We have a
staff of twenty assistants, who can turn out two thousand
of these pictures finished complete in a day, so that it will
be at once seen there can be no tedious process in the operation, We are fully aware of the advantages that would

accrue could the colours be printed direct on to a glass firm,
but as the cost of this would be far more expensive through
the care required in passing the glasses through the rolling
Presses, no advantage in price would be gained, but quite the
other way. We expect, however, shortly to produce pictures

that will not require any varnishing, but can be put on the

glass in the simplest possible manner.
If you will kindly
insert this letter, so as to correct the wrong impression given
by Mr. Tranter, we shall feel greatly ubliged.—We are
yours faithfully,
THEOBALD AND Co.
Bath-place, Kensington.

ETHER-OXYGEN SATUKATOR.
[Lo the Editor, |
S1R,—I am

of the same

opinion as your correspondents,

“J. H.R.” and © Saturator,” as to the qualities of the ether-

saturator,
I have always used it with a bi-unial lantern,
and found it has always, so far, answered exceedingly well.
‘ I trust now that Mr. Morton says it cannot be quite safe—
thereby having the same opinion as Newton and Co. have in
their catalogue as to accidents—that the question may be
threshed out, and the names of some of the places where
explosions have occurred be given with the causes.
I always use mine with a pair of safety pumice valves
fixed close to inlets of dissolver, with no pipes lying about on
floor, the longest piece of tubing being not more than two
feet long. This is managed by placing lantem on front part
of table, then the cylinder at back of lantern, and the saturator
behind it, so that I have the whole of the apparatus under
my eye and control, none of the audience being able to
tread on the tubing to check the pressure of oxygen.
— Yours
respectfully,
F. J. B.
THE

LANTERN

FOR

SUFFERING

A. R. DRESSER, of Bexley Heath,

HUMANITY.

an idea that I could be useful
worthy object every success.”
Hon.

SLINGSBY

BETHELL,

in the matter.
of Chelsea

street, writes as follows :—“TI

I wish your

Lodge, 42, Tite-

will send you in a few days

(when well enough to select them) a box of lantern slides for
use at hospitals, schools, &c. My lanterns, &c., are always at
your disposal, and I shall be pleased to lend them to any
experienced and skilled operator.
It will also give me
pleasure to give an entertainment myself to any institution

that takes pleasure in such exhibition.

Hospitals and insti-

tutions, educational or otherwise, would benefit much by one
of their body (e.g., secretary or treasurer) becoming a member of the Lantern Society. Our loan collection of slides
will shortly be available, and, I trust, extensive.”
WILLIAM OUIN, of Waverley-road, Park-lane, Park, Lower

Tottenham, writes :— I have read with much pleasure your
suggestion

for lantern

entertainments

to the convalescent

patients in our hospitals, and I beg to say that I think the
idea a most excellent and benevolent one, and if it can be
carried out will doubtless prove of immense value, and be a

source of great pleasure and intellectual profit to those before
whom the entertainments may be given. They would doubtless be looked forward to with more than ordinary pleasure,
and would
which the
waiting to
only point
the utmost

go a long way to alleviate the suffering thrrough
patients are passing, or make the time of their
leave less burdensome.
Surely, if this was the
of good that it would effect, it would be worthy of
help we could render it. I cannot but think that

such a scheme would not be wanting in willing hands and
loving hearts to carry it to a successful issue. Cannot we
have a Hospital Lantern Society?
object, give two or three suitable
contributing some half-dozen slides
an interesting collection.
I wish

success.”'

=

Many might, for such an
lanterns, whilst others by
each could soon make up
the scheme the highest

CAs space will not permit of the further publication of letters,
we have pleasure in stating that Mr. Walter Tyler, of Waterloo-road, has promised to present a lantern and to lend slides ;

Messrs. Perken, Son and Rayment, 99. Hatton Garden, either
cash or apparatus ; Mr,

E. G. Lee,

of Cullercoats,

slides ;

Mr. Robert EI. Clark. of Royston, slides ; whilst others have
signified their intention of rendering assistance.
We hope to
see those interested at the meeting announced on the second

page of this issue.—Ep ]

“0:

Kent, writes :—‘‘I note

your article on‘ The Lantern for Suffering [umanity,’ and
Society Meetings.
am one with you, as I have been at that little game now for
three or four years.
I give twenty to thirty shows a year for
the poor, and always give everything free when there is no
CAMERA CLU&B—On_
Thursday, December rth,
charge at the door, but when they charge (which is seldom)
Lieut. C. E. Gladstone, R.N., reada paper on Interior
then I expect them to pay for the gas. Another plan I have
Photography.
The Rev. F. C. Lambert occupied the
is to retain say thirty to fifty seats, and charge sixpence to chair and in opening the proceedings alluded to this
grown people, and then what is taken by sale of these six- as the last Thursday evening meeting in the present
penny seats I spend in sweets and cakes for the children, and
club premises.
The lecturer dwelt upon the deep
find that goes well. hat is the way I work, and I fancy
I am wel! known as one who gives lantern shows for the interest attaching to the study of architecture and the
In Engpoor.
I am willing to help you in any way I can, either fine field it opened up to the photographer.
laud we were particularly favoured in respect of our
with slides (on loan), money, or with my experience, and
He described his apparatus and treated
will glaclly conduct three or four a season personally. If you cathedrals.
like to have a meeting at any time I will attend it if in of the whole of the special technicalities in interior
London, or will ineet you and talk it over."
‘work, giving many excellent hints fom his wide ex-

‘perience

and

illustrating

his remarks

by handing

A discussion folCuHarces E. RENDLE, of 25, Alma-road, St. Paul’s-road, ‘round film negatives and prints.
Canonbury, says :—* With reference to the above I shall be ‘lowed, in which Major Nott, and Messrs. Maskell,
Davison, Freshwater, Clark, Corbould, and the chairpleased to receive an invitation should you arrangea conman took part.
ference on the subject. Some years ago I gained much
experience in this way—in a musical and elocutionary point
CROYDON MICROSCOPICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY

of view, and as I am now studying the optical lantern, I have | CLUB.—The

twenty-first annual sozce-of the Croydon
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PEXTON,
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WIEWS,

For taking Lantern

An Illustrated Catalogue sent free to any address on application.

W. WATSON & SONS,

OF FINEST

|S.ECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS

STANDS.

SCREEN

AND

STOCK

Illustrating all parts of the World, 12/- per dozen.

of Highest Quality and Efficiency.

‘LANTERN

IMMENSE

| PHOTOGRAPHIC

MACIC LANTERNS
Amateurs should send for Mr. HUGHES’ full Illustrated Catalogue, over 300 pages, Is.. postage 5d.; small, ditto, 6d.,
postage 2d.. giving useful and valuable information, also prices of every description of Lantern Apparatus, Slides, &c.,

cheapest and best.

Perfection in every direction.

Over 15 Patents.

In proof of this Mr. HUGHES has this season

The Docwra Triple also gained the only Prize Medal
constructed a most magnificent ‘l'riple for B. J. MaLDEN, EsQ.
and Highest Award, and used nightly at the Royal Polytechnic Institution ; also by CoLtn Docwra, Esq., DR. H. GRATTAN

Guinness, Carr.
C.

READE

and the

instrument, and not

SeLWyn,
Rev.

M.P., JouN

the common

Fsq., &c.

Docwra.

Commercial.

His high-class Lanterns anc Objectives supplied to CAPT.

Carpenter,

Lanr

W.

Witz,

Frank

‘The Patent

go direct and have

Esq.; therefore

Pamphengos

has stood

against

test

the

a first-class

all imitations—

Commercial, 4-in. four-wick Lanterns,
Price, with 4-in. Condensers, from £2 JOs.
it approaches the limelight.
Patent Presto
Teachers’ Aid Science Lantern for all purposes, Oxy-hydrogen Microscopes, &c.
£1 15s. 6d.
60,000 Slides from
Carrier. Patent Skeleton Triple and Bi-unial for travelling exhibitors; marvel] of portability.
6d.

each;

300

Lecture

Sets.

The

Manufacturer,

Patent

5 by

scientifically considered—Special,

Bijou

Enlarging

6d.

15s.

4. £7

Lantern

Before

with

deciding,

who can give greater value than all others in quality and detail.
W.

SWINDEN

C.

HUGHES,

«

Brewster

EARP’S

HIS

CAMERA

House,

Mortimer

PATENT
combines

with

Road,

(Prize
extreme

Rectangular

Mk.

consult

PAMPHLETS

Kingsland,

Medal)

simplicity

Condensers,

more

HuGnes,

Leeds;

J. [. Atkinson,

Liverpool;

and

FREE.

London,

HAND
advan-

tages than any other, and is admicted to be the best and most perfect invented.
It is constructed tocarry Twenty Plates, though any less number may be placed in
the Camera.
‘he plates are changed automatically, and instantly. No carriers, metal
sheaths, or clouble backs are used.
The Camera is fitted with an excellent R. R.
DETECTIVE
LENS, the }-plate size with one of 54 in. equiv. focus, working at F7,
and the 5 by 4 size with one of 6} in. focus and special adaptation of Kershaw Shutter.
It is perfectly free from knob. and projections, has rising front to Lens, an ingenious
method of focussing, and an indicator for showing the number of Plates remaining unexposed.
It is adapted for use on a Stand, and Vertical Pictures can be taken with it.
Outside Measurements (}-plate), 10% inches long, 52 inches wide, US inches deep. Neatly
covered in leather.
PRICE: }j-plate Size, £7; 5 by 4 Size, £8.
To be obtained of all Dealers, and of Geo. Mason & Co., Glasgow ; PEARSON AND
Dennam,

perfect results

Specialist

P.A. & C.S. Association, 43, Charterhouse

Square, London; J.T. CHapman, Manchester; Mawson and Swan, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Descriptive circular on application, or of SwinDEN AND Earp, 21, Islington, Liverpool.
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Tho Optical Magic Lantern Journsl and Photographio Enlarge
Microscopical and Natural History Club was recently
The attendance
held in the Public Halls, Croydon.

was large. Among the photographs of special interest
were some taken by Mr. Weir Brown with a hand
camera of his own construction. illustrating some fine
Mr. Hirst, an
effects in Epping Forest and Dolgelly.
amateur of twelve months, had some good hand.camera
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Normandy and Brittany, and the lecturer pointed out
the characteristic marks ofthe various styles, and also:
the differences existing between French and English

architecture

in

the

corresponding

styles.

The

following are the arrangements of the society for
the first part of the year:—Jan. 12th, E. M. Nelson,
Esq., F-R.M.S., on “ The Lantern

and its Relation to

the Microscope.” Jan. 26th, C.
A series of fine views of condemned parts of Photography and
work.
“ The Civilisation of Egypt and
on
Esq.,
Harrison,
also
Croydon were shown by Mr. Low Sarjeant, who
as illustrated by its Physical Remains and
Assyria,
negasame
the
from
encies
transpar
lantern
d
exhibite
Esq., on
Feb. gth, J. Traill Taylor,
Records.’
tive. Some 12x10 ofboth the interior and exterior of
Feb.
for Lantern work.”
Condensers
and
“Lenses
and
marine
Major,
M.
C.
Mr.
by
n,
Old Palace, Croydo
slides for members and
lantern
of
exhibition
23rd,
river
pretty
some
and
Russell;
other views by Mr.
their friends.
scenes by Mr. Gower. A fine “ sunset’’ was shown by
Mr. Straker, amongst several views,
Mr. McKean.
LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC’
An artistic
had one of a curious chimney-corner.
On 26th Nov. a conversazione was held by
SocteTy.—
provery
group of three taken by Mr. Corden was
of this society at the Co-operative Hall,
members
the
of
Mr. Allen, who makes a special study
minent.
High Street, and was weil attended ; the members:
of
pictures
ng
interesti
some
d
exhibite
animals,
are to be congratulated on the thorough success of
thoroughbreds from Marden Park Stables, and some their undertaking.
Several of the members showed
Smallof
Interiors
cattle.
d
Highlan
transparencies of
their work, which, taken as a whole,
from
selections
,
staircase
e
handsom
a
g
field Place, Burstow, includin
artistic exhibition of the
Mr. Brooks had a number formed avery interesting and
were shown by Mr. East
During the eveny.
photograph
of
branches
various
includtables,
of fine transparencies displayed on the
D. Welford,
Walter
Mr.
by
given
was
lecture
a
ing
exing interiors of Windsor Castle, and Mr. Oakley
on “ Hand camera work,” illustrated by a large numhibited transparencies on Thomas's plates, which vied ber of slides from instantaneous exposures on almost
Some good
favourably with those of Mr. Brooks.
every kind of moving object. The views were of a
general exhibits were shown by Messrs Wylde, Stunt,
novel character, and illustrated every form of hand
Collier,
n,
Hovende
Purser,
Barber,
Sparrow, Baldock,
work. They were shown by a powerful bicamera
the
under
,
intervals
At
Carter, Gower, and Goddard.
en lantern worked by Mr. Pierpoint.
oxy-hydrog
unial
lantern
three
Brooks,
able manipulation of Mr. W.
provided, and selections of music
were
ts
Refreshmen
so
and
Hall,
exhibitions were given in the Upper
The arrangements were in
band.
aselect
by
given
room
great was the interest shown that even standing
F. G. Pierpoint, J.
Bankart,
G.
Messrs.
of
hands
the
was impossible after the exhibition had commenced.
Many of the slides were the work of Mr. Brooks and
other members.
AND CORNWALL CAMERA CLub.—The
DEVON
opening meeting of the society’s winter session was
on
held at the club rooms. the Athenzeum, Plymouth,
Mr. Murray, vice-president, occupied
the 8th Dec.

the chair.

A letter was

read from

Mrs.

Mildmay,

Porritt and H. Pickering (hon. sec.), to whom the
success of the evening was in a large measure due.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.—The ordinary monthly
meeting was held in the Mosley Street Café, Newcastle, on Tuesday, the gth December, Mr.lJ. P. Gibson
Five new members were elected.
in the chair.

views
thanking the clubs for the presentation album of
The optical lantern which has been subscribed for
of Flete. A large number of lantern slides by various by the members was in operation for the first time,
members of the clubs were exhibited, the contributors and over 250 slides by various gentlemen put through.
.
being Messrs. Aldridge, Carnell, Micklewood, Murray
The lantern, which was operated by Messrs. Ridgway
When the supply of and Pratt, gave great satisfaction to the large number
Tweedy, Weekes, and Worth.
slides was nearly exhausted the limelight failed, and of members present. Nominations for officers for the
the oxygen bottle was found to have been emptied.
current year were received, and the election will take

LANTERN

SOCIETY.—At a special general meeting

held on December 8th, it was resolved that the entrance fee should be abolished, and members joining

place at the annual meeting in January next.

SHEFFIELD AND DrSTRICr OPTICAL LANTERN
.—The usual monthly meeting was held in
SocIETY
now are liable only for the subscription. At
schoolroom on Nov. 19th under the prePaul's
St.
was
ordinary meeting held on the same night. a paper
Mr. H. Stamforth, the viceof Dr. Manton.
sidency
of
Means
on*
.,
F.R.M.S
l,
Grenfel
G.
read by Mr. J.
, gave a short lecture on the “ Manipulation
president
which
paper,
The
.”
Animals
Protection amongst
After describing the maniin- of the Optical Lantern.”
was illustrated by about 50 slides, was of great
light, Mr. Stamforth went on to
oil
the
of
pulation
means
various
the
terest, the lecturer describing
describe the blow-through and mixed jet, using for
adopted by animals for their protection in the great his experiments a magnificent triple lantern of his
the
of
struggle for the survival of the fittest, some
holder
tion. own manufacture, fitted with his new patent jet
methods employed being of a remarkable descrip
and regulator, which is extremely simple in its action
ting
interes
an
gave
one
Gladst
E.
C.
Mr.
by the
On Dec. 22
y.” for centreing the light and was much admired
lecture on “ Architecture in Normandy and Brittan
Amongst the slides exhibited during the
.
members
's
lecturer
the
from
made
were
The slides shown (70)
a prize
in a evening were those of the competitors for
own 12 by 10 negatives, taken on stripping films
. The competition was dePresident
the
by
offered
sed
compri
They
roll holder during last summer.
in cided by voting, Mr. Woolhouse gaining the prize.
views of ecclesiastical and domestic architecture

the
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Notes

and

Queries.

Inguirer.—Writeto W. H. Oakley and Co., 202, Grangewalk, London, S.E.
We understand they are the makers of
the instrument you ask about.
J. Marks writes: “I am desirous of making a water
varnish for coating some paper.
I know it consists of
shellac and water ; but I find that the water here (Woburn

Amateur writes : “ This season I have been using ether
saturator with gas bottle and Clarkson's regulator with single
lantern.
I turn out oxygen first and ether next at jet, which
is supplied with Noakes’ valves instead of taps. On former

occasions I have only had a slight pop on turning out.
Last
night, however, after turning out oxygen, and on turning out
ether, I had a tremendous bang, and there was a flame inside

the regulator on top of gas bottle. I pulled off tube, and
there was a flame at end just like a gas burner.
I blew this
out and turned off bottle. Can you or any of your readers
Sands) will not dissolve it.
Kindly let me know if it is
suggest
the
cause of this, and explain how the flame could
necessary to use distilled water in order to get the shellac
travel from jet through tube and saturator back to regulator
to dissolve?"
&rply.—You will find the following answer
without
setting
fire to ether in saturator, and cana recurrence
your purpose: Crushed bleached shellac, tooz. ; borax,
of this catastrophe be prevented in future? Of course, the
20z.; water, one quart: boil until dissolved; strain and
india-rubber
of
regulator is ruined.
cool. The water has not been at fault, as you suppose.
I may say I have had
It some experience
in working lanterns, having had a triunial
was the absence of the borax.
for some years, using blow-through jets, and on one or two
Manznian.—(t) The chlorate gives a Slightly better light, occasionsethe
r."”
fteply.—We have shown your letter toan
but nothing to compensate for the extra trouble. You will experienced operator with
ether, who says: ‘‘It is evident
find bottles handy, safe, and clean.

(2) We

cannot under-

stand why your bookseller cannot obtain the journal earlier.
It is published promptly on the date advertised.
N. J.—In the following order—3, 2, 1, 4.
H.—It has been sent as requested.
Lun and Edinburgh. —Your letters were forwarded to our
Sheffield correspondent in due course.
J. &.

F. writes:

‘‘I was

present a short time ago at an

exhibition with a single lantern (limelight. mixed jet!, where
the rolling curtain effect of substituting one slide for another

was produced.

I am familiar with the method of
doing this

that there was

too great a quantity of ether in the saturator,

and that a little found its way down the tubing towards the
bottle. The flame must have passed through the saturator
towards the oxygen supply, consuming the gas on its way.
Pinching the pipe, or otherwise interfering with the steady
flow of gas, is very liable to cause the fame to fly back.”

H, W.—(1) The regulator should allow all the gas to be

used.

It is for giving a uniform pressure of gas ; yours is

evidently out of order.

(2) Cobalt varnish mixed with lamp-

black will answer for painting the margins of the slides black.

(3) Messrs. Fry, of Chandos-street, have issued a treatise on

in bi-unials by means of the diaphragm covering the two lantern transparency making, and we hear that Thomas and
condensers alternately, but should be glad to know how the Co. (Ltd.), of Pall Mall, have issued a prospectus contHining
effect is produced with a single lantern?”
(4) Try masking.
(5) We
Answer,—If information on this subject.
you mean that the one picture appeared to roll up, revealing have attended to the Yeovil affair in ‘“ Notes,”
another apparently behind it. a bi-unial must have been
employed ; but if the curtain descended on the one picture,
FR. M.—There is no necessity for using two stands and
and on being raised revealed another, you will find an pressure boards in the manner you
mention.
One set of
account of a single lantern capable of giving this effect in an frames for holding both bags will
answer.
We shall be
article on page 44 ofthis journal, for November. 1889.
pleased to see you if you call.
The correspondent who inquired the cause of his tubes
JOHN FRASER sends us the following communication :— “I
blowing off with ether saturator gave neither name nor
would be glad to receive areply in your ‘ Notes and Queries’
address.
If same is sent the query will have attention,
column as to the best method I could use for curing the
M, M.—(1) Procure what is termed a Y-piece.
Any want of crispness round the edge of my disc on screen.
I
dealer in lantern apparatus will supply it. (2) It is pos- own a bi-unial, and find it very difficult
to cure the yellowish,
sible, but we think very improbable.
hazy line, which cuts off the corners of my photo views
(3) A blow-through
jet, if you are using gas from the main; either a bottle or bag
when projected onthe screen.
From the different ways I
for the oxygen.
(4) From Wood, of 74, Cheapside.
have tried I find nothing wrong with the lenses ;_therefore,
We
do not know if you can obtain the protector in your town.
do you think it can be the light?
It is safety blow-through
A.—Mr. Suter’s address is 2, Cromwell-road, Forest-hill, jets that I use, but cannot find a distance from the condensers
at which both the centre and the edge of disc are pure. If I
London, S.E.
push the lime too near a faintness appears in the centre, and
Wm. R,—Why have the fancy styles of seams at all, if you
when I take it away the edge gets yellow.”
Answver.— The
have a selvage on the material? Join the widths edge
to condensers are too small.
edge, or what is termed “ sewn over.”
Rex.—We believe Mr. W. C, Hughes, of Kingsland, has
a skeleton form of lantern; but we have neither seen it or a
description of same.
Write him.
AN entertainment was given at the London Hospital on
Richard Joyner inquires for “ particulars of a mixture Christmas Day by some members of the Brixton and Clapham
Camera
Club, the lantern being under the management of
that will make ground glass." Answver.—We presume you
Mr. F. W. Levett, the secretary.
The slides were lent by
refer to ground glass varnish.
If so, it is composed as fol- Mr. A. R. Dresser, Messrs.
R. W. Thomas and Co., Walter
lows :—Sandarac, gogrs. ; mastic, 2ogrs. ; ether, 202.
; ben- Tyler, Editors of the “ Amateur Photographer
" and ‘ Optizole, roz.(more or less, according tothe nature of the surface
cal Magic Lantern Journal.”
required).

J.—There is no patent, and you are quite free to make the

camera commercially, if you think you can compete with other
firms. We cannot say which isthe best hand camera, We have

published accounts of those we have had an opportunity
trying.

10:

THE

first camera fitted with a finder was made in 1873

of for Mr. F. York, for use in the Zoological Gardens, —Jas.
Robinson.
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NEW

HAND

THE
i

xi.

CAMERAS.

“TALMER,”

Holds 122 plates, fitted with self-setting time and instantaneous
shutter, and rapid achromatic lens, price 35/-, without finder.

The No. 2 “Diamond,”
Holds 12 + plates, has 2 finders, rectilinear lens, time and
instantaneous shutter, size only 43 by 33 by 8}. Price 52/6,
complete in case.

The “TALMER.” fitted with

TALBOT

Taylor and Hobson’s Finder, 42/-

LICENSEES

AND

&

HAMER,

MAKERS,

BLACKBURN.

THOMAS'S NEW PROSPECTUS.
EVERYONE SHOULD OBTAIN IT,
The most complete Epitome of Instructions
for Transparency and Lantern Slide-making
extant. All packages of the “Pall Mall”
Transparency or Lantern Plates bearing
No. 8,780 ai onwards will contain them.
ofsinbitiuforOpticalLaeras,

WRAY’S

LENSES

Are now

fitted with

D,
‘Noakes &$m, IRIS DIAPHRAGMS,
improvedLanternapart
A sen werd the LENSES
Inventors,

Paten

A MEDAL » is

camoras

& Enlarging Apparatus, |PHOTOGRAPHIC

23, NELSON
ST.,
.., Greenwich, London, SE
Telephone S029.

ur Apparatus

sugges’

Hours 9 till 6.

pers

February,

Please Note Change of ee ess,

EXHIBITION,

1888,

—————$
,

1

W.

en Perlehe“inn,havingpersonally opersted at 5000Bxnitition’ = | North
Catalogues on Application,

el be i cL

WRAY

5

Hill,

.

b

OPTICIAN

Highgate,

~*9

London,

Prices and Illustrated Catalogue for Stamp.

N.,
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TYLAR’S LANTERNESCOPE
Rega.
THIS beautiful instrument enables
you to exhibit your
slides tofriends whil ¢
seated
at a table in
the
most
efficient
manner, giving them
great brilliancy and
beauty, with a wonderful relief ap-.
proaching stereoscopic effect.

| Patent ENLARGING LANTERN & STAND

Mr. A. KR. DRESSER,
highly recommends 1. |

Bexiey Heath,
See

his article on the best way to View

lantern slides, in “anthony’s Bulletin
of Photography, 1890."
|
MACHE,
PAPIER
,

Can

Surgeon-Gen. Ras xine, Leamington, ;
another authority, says:
‘I am very
much pleased with Lanternescope.
Jt
sives the slides an au ount of relief approaching Stererscopic.

SOLID
Superior
MAHOG-

Advertising s14c¢e is too costly an ar. !

Pricrs.—No,
1

ticle to give more
opininns as to its
wonderful utility.
[tputs anew

sessors
slides,

of

Will give any size Picture from any size Negative.
be used for reducing to Lantern Slides. and for Copying.

BEST

cs

Price

IN THE

£5

J. C. SHENSTONE,

Photo.

Chemist,

Dora.

Ruined Cottage.

And Several Comic Sets.

Road to Heaven,

87, LANCASTER

FOR

The Crickct on the Hearth.

14 Prize Medals.

YORK
ROAD,

LANTERN

&

SON,

NOTTING

HILL,

POCKET

For pictures full 44 x 32.

LONDON

W.

WORK.

HAND CAMERA.

SHEW’S

Colcheste~

Jamaica, Trinidad and Barbadoes.
The Heart and its Action.
Celebritics from Direct Negatives.
Statuary.
Life Sets.
Enoch-Arden.

W. TYLAR, 57, High St., Aston, Birmingham.

SHEW S ECLIPSE

eA

New Things for this Season—SyanLey's Last Expedition.
East
Coast of Africa from Natal ta Zanzibar.
Isle of Man and its Legends.

lantern

APPARATUS

complete.

YORK’S OPTIGAL LANTERN SLIDES.

power

and enables
them to be utilized
at any time witbout
Send 4 stamps jor Tylar's 1590 Calendar, 108 j ayes,

THE

MARKET,

10s.

For full particulars apply to

in the hands of pos-

lighting upalantern,
fully ildustrated.

ENLARGING
MADE
EASY
SH ENSTON
E’S

By

Patent

ECLIPSE.

Weight, only 12 ounces.

EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR ARCHITECTURE, INTERIORS, &c.
SHEW’S

BAMBOO

WALKING

CANE

TRIPOD.

e *'The Eclipse Pamphlet,” free on application to

J. F. SHEW & CO., 87 & 88, NEWNAN STREET.
Four

New

Lantern
Jusy

Bacillus

meee: off Oxford

Slides,

PUBLISHED.

Tuberculosis,—

12

Photo-Micrographs,

by

Andrew

Prinale, Esq. 26s. the set.
Common Insects as SEEN THROUGH THE Microscore.
37 PhotoMicrographs, by Mr. T. Ey Freshwater. ls.Gd. each, with reading,6d
Pond
Life.—27
Photo-Micrographs, by Mr. T. E. Freshwater.
Ready shortly, 1s. 6d. each.

Stanley's ‘ Dxrkest Africa.’’?—50 Slides.

2s. each; reading, 9d.

Egypt Re-visited.— 0 Slides, from new negatives, of Interiors of
Tombs, &c., taken by magnesium light by “Rey. C. Sutton.
15,
per dozen.
4
Palestine Revisited. -50 Slides from new negatives, by Rew !@.
Sutton and Rev. J. G. Deed.
15s per dozen.
Physical
Geography --120 Slides as arranged for Oxfurd
University Extension, with '* Notes” by H. I. Mackinder, Esq.,
(Reader | in Geography in the University of Oxford).
18s. per
dozen, ‘‘ Notes,” 9d.
The Huguenots. — 8S Slides, 15s. per dozen. Reading by Rev. R.S.
Ashton, ls.
*
The above are strictly copyright, and are published only by

NEWTON
Makers

of Lanterns

3, Fleet

and

&
Slides

Street,

Printed ‘and Puntisherl

Street, Tene

CoO,
to the

Government,

LANTERN

SEASON.

John J. Griffin & Sons, Ld.,
ARE

AGENTS

FOR

Cowan's, Edwards’, England's, Ilford, Fry’s, Mawson’s
and Thomas's Lantern, Transparency Plates.
Developing

Solutions

and

all Requisites

bailer 1
Transparencies

Now

made

for

Making

Slides.

from

Customers’

Negatives.

Ready.—A Complete Fully Illustrated Catalogue
Post Free upon
Applicatiofi to the

PHOTOGRAPHIC

(Robt.

C.

DEPARTMENT

Murray,

Manager),

22, Garrick St., Covent Garden,
Att

London.

tor the Proprietors by Wooprorp

Ww.

Fawce'r

& Co.

Goops

aT Lowest

CasH

London,’ W.C.
PRICEs.

Dorset Works, Salisbury Square,

E.C.
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